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1. Organization

Assembly of the Section

Members of the Section

Rep. Office

Rep.: De. A S M Mukter Uz Zaman, Multimedia University.

(e-mail: mukter@mmu.edu.my)

Deputy Rep.: Dr. Nisha Kumari Debraj, Multimedia University.

(e-mail: nisha@mmu.edu.my)

2. Strategy of the Section

- IEICE Malaysia section performed its 2021 activities in virtual environment using online platform.
- In 2021 IEICE Malaysia section organized an online event with Industry Linkage Committee.
- It promoted IEICE Membership and highlighted the importance to submit journal papers to IEICE.
- IEICE Malaysian section planned to organized a physical event but later need to cancel due to the current pandemic related situation. However, IEICE Malaysian section organized a discussion session with professional working in Malaysia but are alumni of Japanese institutes.

3. Membership Development Policy

- Encouraging final year students, exchange students, participant of sakura and similar activities to register themselves as the member of the society.

Results of Activities During the Fiscal Year (2020~2021)

3.1 Conference/Symposium/Workshop

- Online symposium with the Final Year and PG students organized locally in March 2021.
- Online workshop on publication in ELEX conducted in 2021.

IEICE Sponsored Lecture (Including Participant Number)

Due to the current covid situation no sponsored lecturer organized during this period.

3.2 The Other Events in Collaboration with IEICE Hqs or Domestic Sections, if Available

- A several small scale visit to the smart plantation was organized. During the visit IEICE related activities are promoted.
- IEICE website updated and Hosting and domain renewal for ieicemalaysia.org for 17-7-2021 to 16-7-2024 (3 years) is performed.

4. Improvement of the Section (Membership Evolution, Advertisement of Activities, Publication, etc.)

4.4 Review and Future Plan

(1) Items in 2021-2022 Fiscal Year Plan Which Could Not Be Achieved, and Expected Solution

(2) Activity Plan in 2022 Fiscal Year

- Physical IEICE sponsored lecture and visit was cancelled due to the pandemic however in 2022 we will organize a physical IEICE sponsored physical meeting, will organize a membership recruitment drive and a two (2) online workshops.
- IEICE Malaysian website updated and hosted for three years until 2024.
- Proposed a series of publication workshop to encourage young academician to prepare and publish in the IEICE journals.

5. Constructive Opinion/Request/Proposal

- Promotion of IEICE to the potential exchange and online participant of the exchange activities.